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A beloved Bright and Early Board Book by P. D. Eastman, now in a larger size! Â  A sturdy board

book edition of P. D. Eastman's Go, Dog. Go!, now available in a bigger size perfect for babies and

toddlers! This abridged version of the classic Beginner Book features red dogs, blue dogs, big dogs,

little dogsâ€”all kinds of wonderful dogsâ€”riding bicycles, scooters, skis, and roller skates and driving

all sorts of vehicles on their way to a big dog party held on top of a tree! A perfect gift for baby

showers, birthdays, and happy occasions of all kinds, it will leave dog lovers howling with delight!
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I love the original version of Go, Dog. Go! This is not the same thing: my wife bought this board

book thinking it would be as delightful as the original, but as soon as you open it you'll realize that

the story is completely gone, the characters are gone, the excitement and wonder is gone. All that

are left are some pictures and disjointed prose that fail to impress.I first read this book about 40

years ago; it has made an indelible impression on me. I started reading GDG (the original version)

to my son when he was a few months old--he loved it. I tried reading the board version (this edition)

to him about the same time--he and I both hated it.Stick with the original; don't bother with this one.

I was well into my 30s before I realized that this was not a Dr. Seuss book. Given that it's issued in



the same size and binding, I'd always assumed it was written by Seuss. My realization that it was

written and illustrated by P.D. Eastman cleared one of my largest childhood confusions: I *loved*

"Go Dog Do," and merely *liked* "The Cat in the Hat." Years later I realize that Eastman's art is

funny, while Seuss's is fantastic, and I prefer the former to the latter. As another reviewer

mentioned, you can stare at these dogs for a long time -- there's incredible depth to the expressions

and postures of these seemingly simple illustrations. The insomniac dog who sleeps through the

next morning's reveille is a favorite! The repetitive narration is similarly hypnotic, and you'll quickly

find some of the expressions creeping into your every day dialog. All in all, my very favorite

childhood book, and one of the few that I still re-read a few times a year. [Ã‚Â©2000 hyperbolium

dot com]

No need to repeat what others have said about this book. Simply put: avoid this rewritten,

watered-down sham of a book and go out and buy a copy of the real "Go Dog Go" which is one of

the greatest children's books of all time.

My all time favorite children's book. Big Dog. Little Dog. My son's first word was "dog". I loved this

book when my teens were little and my little one (currently 6 Ã‚Â½ months) will sit through most of

this book (sometimes all) when I read it to her now. It is a great "first reader" as the words are

common and the pictures offer help in that when one reads "One big dog going in." and "Two little

dogs going out." the picture shows just that. There are red, yellow and green trees, dogs "over the

water", dogs "under the house" and lots more word pictures that are fun to read and easy to learn

by. The three dogs having a party on a boat at night is just about my favorite line but I still get the

most fun when it is night and the dogs are supposed to be asleep and one little one is laying in bed

with his eyes wide open. Simply put every child should have this book in their library and reading it

to a child should start at a very young age. My highest possible recommendation.

Look at the cover of this Bright and Early Board Book...does it say "Abridged" or "Adapted"? NO, to

discover that fact, one has to look carefully at the fine print on the inside of the cover. And even

then, what Random House says is "Originally published in a different form as 'Go Dog Go'" instead

of a more honest "Abridged and Adapted from 'Go Dog Go'". This is deceptive marketing at its

absolute worst. If this were food for the stomach rather than food for the mind, the FDA would long

ago have ordered Random House to cease and desist this sort of misleading behavior or face the

consequences.I am old enough to remember the difference between a book labeled "by P.D.



Eastman" and a book labeled "by P.D. Eastman (Abridged)." There was a day when publishers felt

compelled to be honest about their product, which allowed us consumers to easily make an

informed choice about what we wanted to buy.I for one still want that choice from publishers and

urge any and all of you who care about books to not purchase this Random House Bright and Early

Board Book, at least until they are a little more honest in their practices.

When I was three or four years old I thought Go Dog Go was the finest piece of literature ever

written. I wanted it read almost every single day. I loved the pictures, I loved the words, I loved the

story and I loved the characters. I memorized the text and recited it along whoever was reading, and

when I was four I learned to sight read all the words in it and proudly read it to my parents instead.

Unlike many books for preschoolers, it has a real plot, and it's a funny and relatively sophisticated

plot at that. My three younger siblings all loved it too, and I was happy to take over a share of the

Go Dog Go reading duties from my parents. Every four year old deserves to have a copy of this

book and someone special to read it to them.

Eastman's "Go, Dog. Go!" is a wonderful book. BUT THIS IS NOT IT! This book is a small board

book that has most of the original illustrations and a completely different text. It is not an

"adaptation" of the original text; it is something completely different and far less enjoyable. It even

uses words that are not in Eastman's original eighty-word set (a major issue when dealing with

beginning readers).If you love "Go, Dog. Go!", as I do, buy it! But this is not it.
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